Pretty Princess Death Dowry

Request for Artwork.

I am asking for artwork for my game “Pretty Princess Death Dowry” – a game in which players concoct elaborate plots for their princesses to bump one another off in order to marry the prince.

Pretty princess needs a few different pieces of art:
1.	Full page A4: A front cover.  The current front cover shows what I would like – the upper part of a window, blood falling onto a handkerchief, a handwritten title.
2.	Page margins: I would like the archway design continued as page-frames, the outer edge of each double-page spread.  Light and simplified enough the box-out text can overlap it without looking out of place.
3.	Quarter-page sized.  The princesses themselves, probably just head-shots.  Six different princesses are needed.
4.	Quarter-page sized.  Background images for the plot cards – iconic intended to be written over during play.  Currently I’m using a clip-art treasure chest, I’ve also tried using pictures to represent each of passion, prattle, poison and politics – but it didn’t work out for me.

The princesses.
None of this is set in stone, if you come up with something different I’ll be perfectly happy.
The aim of these pictures is to protray a mood of scheming deviousness, whilst surrounded by the opulence of an 'arabian nights' court.
I have no real suggestions for physical descriptions, beyond their place of origin.  With that said, here are my current princesses.

1.	Brat princess.  Scream and yell. Demand better cushions. Demand the servants be flogged. Demand ice in your tea. Ice from the tall mountains! Be unreasonable and overbearing. Nothing is ever good enough. You are, after all, a princess, and you demand that everything be perfect. You come from a mysterious land in the far off west. A land which must be very high, since it is said that snow falls even upon the fields! Shockingly fair of skin, you represent a rich and exotic treasure to this land far from your home.  You wish to take the throne, for the power it will convey. The power to shape destiny, to set in motion a dynasty that will be famous throughout history. You wish to mould this kingdom in your image.
2.	Ice princess.  Cool and calculating. Regal and calm. Unhurried, unruffled, unkind. Keep your eyes on the prize; and avoid distractions like being nice to people.  You have that most base of motives - money. Money for the comforts it can bring and for the wonderful things it can bring to you from far-off lands. And to pay off the creditors, of course. Your family has little enough money these days.  This battle takes place on your home ground, for you have lived your whole life within the palaces of fair Samarkan. A confined life, but a pleasant one.
3.	Innocent.  Somehow, amongst all of these horrible scheming princesses, you have kept a core of human decency. Sunshine, life and fluffy things - everything will come out rainbows and happiness in the end. Nothing bad will happen, and there's no need to be nasty about it. Make your items and show yourself the best princess, of course - but be sickeningly nice about it.  How odd. The man you wish to marry, to whom your heart is devoted; is the crown prince. Strange to think that, amongst all these vultures, your motive is pure. And such a tragedy will be written when you have to murder him on your wedding night. A tale for the ages.  This fair city, its bustling markets, its tall spires and deep alleys - are your home. Perhaps you are the daughter of a grand merchant and lived in his walled compound of cool marble. Or perhaps you rose from the street, a gutter runner who lived on what she could steal.
4.	Sneaky.  See above: Little miss innocent. That's you. When you aren't giggling and dancing about laughing at the misfortune of others, anyway. Hide your true, devious, nature behind a (thin and often pierced, because if the other players don't see it, what's the point?) screen of niceness. But be evil and scheming and downright nasty. Try and perfect your cackle, maybe you can get a step-daughter when you're queen.  You act not on your own behalf, but as the agent of another. Perhaps you are a relative, or perhaps a trusted retainer. Maybe they don't know that you are doing it at all! Still, the best way to help them is to marry this prince.  A Bedouin, you lived your life in the wild plains and deserts - a place where life is so hard that your worst enemy can expect to share your camp fire for a night. A cloudless place of endless planes, and plenty of ponies.
5.	Righteous.  You are better than everyone, destined to rule - and you know it. There's no need to scream and shout about every little thing - but the others do sometimes need to be reminded of your divine rights. Everything shall be yours, and you can take great (and condescending) pity on those poor deluded fools who seek to dethrone you.  You couldn't care a whit about this prince, or his measly kingdom - though his wealth is great enough that the risk gives the game spice. No, instead - his family have wronged yours, and you will have your revenge.  A princess from the far off lands of darkest Africa, your people remember the Pharaohs and are famed for their sailors. You are heir to a great trading family, and are well practiced in using your exotic appearance to spread rumours of sorcery.
6.	Noble.  Ah, you are a gem amongst gems - a princess worthy of the name. Everything you do is right; neither cruel nor overly merciful. You laugh when it would be polite to laugh, and order a beheading when such is needed. You would make a most wonderful queen. Your only flaw (for all things but god have flaw) is that you aren't quite smart enough to not let it show.  You really don't want to be here. But, nonetheless, here you are. Perhaps it was a mistimed boast, perhaps the city guard seek your head - whatever it was, somehow, you've ended up in this situation; competing against these princesses - and your only escape is to win and marry the prince.  You come from the far end of the silk road, a princess from the land of silk and warlords. This place is, to you, primitive and uncouth. Where others see towering achievements, you see only tawdry aping of their betters. Make sure the others know that you feel this way!

